The problem of locating radio devices has been addressed by a variety of methods. In the cellular setting, most of the focus have been on locating user equipment (UE). This work focuses on the inverse problem, i.e. locating the eNodeB based on received signal strength (RSS) measurements collected by UEs. We perform a comprehensive evaluation of six variations of two RSSmodeling based localization approaches. Furthermore, two methods for fusing the location estimates of the individual cells were also examined. The evaluation is done using a manually created ground truth data set for eNodeB positions, and a large measurement data set comprising of more than four million observations collected from cellular modems onboard Swedish trains. The best localization accuracy was obtained by one of our proposed variations of logloss fitting using geographic aggregation with highest mean RSRP as the reference point selection criteria. When combined with centroid-based fusion of the individual cell estimates, a median eNodeB localization error of 433 m was obtained, which is a considerable improvement over the second-best approach which achieved a median error of 674 m. The centroid-based fusion approach was found to consistently outperform the DPD fusion approach, which in turn had a better localization error distribution than obtained for solitary cells.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowing the position of LTE base stations can be beneficial in a number of circumstances. For example, a train may be equipped with a system to provide internet access to passengers. If such a system includes directional external antennas, knowledge of base station positions may be useful to tune antenna parameters. The position of cellular infrastructure can also be useful information in the context of cognitive radio, as well as when verifying operator provided coverage maps. Unfortunately, the position of cellular infrastructure is commonly not publicly available as operators generally do not wish to share this data for business or security reasons.
There are several different approaches to wireless localization. However, many of them require specialized equipment such as antenna arrays to detect the angle of incoming signals for Angle of Arrival (AoA) methods, or precise time measurements and synchronization required by Time of Arrival (ToA) and Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) methods. When such information is not available, a solution is to use Received Signal Strength (RSS) methods as they only require measurements of signal strength, which most radio devices can provide. Most work on the application of RSS methods in cellular networks focuses on locating the mobile terminal from the network side, for example to comply with FCC demands for locating devices calling 911 [1] or to enable location based services. In this work we however consider the reverse case, locating network infrastructure, more specifically LTE base stations, through measurements from user equipment (UE). In particular, we consider the case where measurements were collected by cellular modems on board trains traveling along the railway track. Using an evaluation data set of more than four million data points, we evaluate several variants of the RSS-modeling based location estimation methods. We consider the case of base stations which are transmitting on several sectors as well as on multiple frequencies, and also evaluate two different methods for fusing the location estimations from individual cells into one eNodeB location estimate.
The results show that one of our proposed variants, coupled with centroid-based fusion, provides the best eNodeB localization performance with a median error of 433 meters. The second best approach had a median error of 674 meters.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses related work, followed by an overview of the RSS-modeling based localization approaches to be evaluated. Section IV discusses the two fusion approaches employed while Section V describes the evaluation setup. Section VI presents the results, followed by the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Localization of transmitters with an unknown transmission power is a challenge which can be solved with the Power Difference of Arrival (PDoA) method. In [2] an FM radio station is located using PDoA, and [3] uses the PDoA method with a swarm of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to locate radio frequency emitters. In [4] , several different versions of PDoA methods are evaluated through both simulations and real measurements. Other methods based on modeling the RSS through propagation losses have also been proposed, such as the Monte Carlo Path Loss Simulation method used to locate indoor WiFi access points in [5] , and the method used in [6] to locate a Very High Frequency (VHF) transmitter in an urban area.
Some previous attempts to locate cellular infrastructure using UE measurements have used crowd-sourced data, but the use of such data may be hampered by differences between the devices used to collect the measurements. In [7] several simple methods, such as using the centroid of all measurements or the center of the minimal enclosing circle, were evaluated for locating GSM base stations using a crowd-sourced data set collected through smartphone clients. Overall, a gridbased approach is found to perform the best. A similar recent study is [8] , which also evaluates several different methods on a crowd-sourced data set. No single method is found to consistently outperform the others, and a supervised machine learning approach, called Adaptive Algorithm Selection is proposed to select the method that is most likely to provide the best result for a specific cell. A supervised machine learning approach is also utilized in [9] , which employs a Multi Layer Perceptron neural network to directly locate GSM base stations through measurements collected with a smartphone app in a small urban area of Istanbul.
III. RSS-MODELING BASED LOCALIZATION
The network of primary interest here, LTE, has an access network (also known as Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN)) essentially consisting of a single type of node, the Evolved NodeB (eNodeB), which is interconnected with other eNodeBs and the core network. Each eNodeB may have several different antennas, covering different sectors or using different carrier frequencies, each of them known as a cell. Each cell is identifiable through its E-UTRAN Cell Identifier (ECI), which contains an eNodeB identifier that is unique within the Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) [10] . In the following subsections, the general principle of propagation modeling is described along with the specific metrics used, followed by a presentation of the evaluated position estimation methods.
A. Propagation modeling
The basic principle behind RSS based localization methods is to use measurements of RSS to estimate the distance to the receiver from multiple points, in order to derive the position of the transmitter. To estimate the distance based on RSS, a propagation model is used. A common model which is both flexible and simple is the log distance path loss model, described by (1) .
Here α is the path loss exponent, P r is the received power at distance d from the transmitter and P 0 is the received power at some known reference distance d 0 from the transmitter. The random variable X σ is used to model various shadowing effects, and has through measurements been shown to be a 0-mean normal distribution with some standard deviation σ in the decibel scale (a so called log-normal distribution) [11] .
In LTE, there are primarily two metrics that are used to measure the RSS, Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP). The 3GPP defines RSSI as the linear average of the total power from all resource elements for specified OFDM symbols over some number N resource blocks, including noise and interference [12] . On the other hand, RSRP is defined as the linear average of the power contributions from resource elements that carry cell-specific reference signals over some measured bandwidth.
While the 3GPP does not specify any scheme for downlink power control in LTE, it does demand that the transmit power for the cell-specific reference signals used for determining RSRP should remain constant until a new transmit power is signaled. Hence, any active power control the operator may chose to use in downlink should have a limited impact on RSRP. In addition, RSRP should not be systematically affected by the measured bandwidth and does not include noise and interference, and therefore RSRP was chosen over RSSI as the metric to use for the RSS methods in this study.
In this work, multiple variants of two different RSS based localization methods that work for transmitters with unknown transmission power are used. The first method is based on logloss fitting and has previously been considered in a Monte Carlo Path-loss Fitting Simulation context [5] . The second method is based on a Power Difference of Arrival (PDoA) algorithm. As the cells of an eNodeB may use different carrier frequencies and transmission power, as well as covering areas with different radio environments, the methods have been applied on the data for each cell individually instead of using them to directly locate the eNodeBs. To combine the results from multiple cells to create a joint estimate for the eNodeB location, two merging schemes have been used, which are further explained in Section IV.
B. Logloss-based transmitter position estimation
The logloss fitting method is based on finding the position for the transmitter which results in observations having the best possible fit to the log distance path-loss model shown in (1) . Assuming that the transmitter is at some candidate location x, y, a log distance pathloss model can be fitted to all I RSS measurements by solving the linear least squares problem:
However, whereas [5] used ordinary least squares, we instead use a version of the Trust Region Reflective algorithm from [13] (as implemented by scipy [14] ) to allow bounds to be set on P 0 and α. Setting up bounds prevents a good fit from being obtained by using unreasonable values for P 0 or α, for example by using a negative path loss exponent. P 0 was limited to values between -140 and 0 dBm at a reference distance of 100 m, and α was allowed to vary between 1 and 8. The transmitter coordinatesx,ŷ are then found by creating a two-dimensional search grid and fitting the parameters P 0 and α at each of the J positions in the grid by solving (2) . For each position j, a cost c j is calculated by taking the difference between the measurements and the fitted model as shown in (3), whereP ri is calculated as in (1) with the fitted parameters P 0 and α. The position with the lowest cost in the search-grid is then selected as the estimated position of the transmitter.
Two further variations of this method have also been devised, where only α is fitted with linear least squares and the reference point is chosen by other means. Two different ways of choosing the reference point have been explored, both of which are based on a geographic aggregation scheme to avoid some of the random shadowing effects. The aggregation scheme, which essentially creates a radiomap, divides all measurements into a grid-net, and the center of each grid-cell is given the mean value of all RSRP measurements in the grid-cell. A reference point can then be chosen from the aggregated data by either selecting the grid-cell with the highest mean RSRP, alt1, or the highest number of measurements, alt2. Figure 1 shows an example of the logloss fitting, as well as the two alternative versions of it, here using the distance from the known position of the eNodeB. The costs for the ordinary logloss fitting method over the entire search-grid for the same cell is shown in Figure 2 , with the geographic aggregation of the measurements overlaid on top.
C. PDoA-based transmitter position estimation
There are several versions of PDoA methods, the one considered here is the Non-Linear Least Squares (NLLS) PDoA algorithm. This version of PDoA was chosen due to results from [4] indicating it had better positioning performance than other versions when the observation points do not surround the transmitter, which can be expected to be the case here.
Based on the log distance path loss model in (1), the difference in power between two points k and l can be estimated as:
where x, y is the coordinates of the transmitter. The transmitter is then located by finding the coordinatesx,ŷ that results in the smallest squared error between the real measured power difference between two points, P kl , and the estimated power differenceP kl from (4), for all I(I−1) 2 pairs of points. This is accomplished by defining a two-dimensional search grid and calculating the deviation from the measurements assuming the transmitter is located at each point in the search grid. In case the path loss exponent α is unknown, as it is here, this has to be 2019 Twelfth International Workshop on Selected Topics in Mobile and Wireless Computing expanded into a 3-dimensional search grid where α is varied, in this case between 1 and 8. The NLLS PDoA algorithm is thus equivalent to finding the solution to (5) .
(5) As the number of pairs of points increases with the number of points squared, this method quickly becomes very computationally intensive when a large amount of measurements are used. To make this method feasible even with upwards of 100,000 measurement points, two techniques have been used, random sampling (PDoA samp.) and geographic aggregation (PDoA GA). The geographic aggregation uses the same aggregation scheme used to select reference points for the alternative versions of the logloss fitting method from Section III-B, and uses the grid-cells as input rather than all individual measurements.
IV. FUSING MULTIPLE POSITION ESTIMATES
As different cells of an eNodeB may use different transmission power, different carrier frequencies and cover areas with different radio environments, measurements from different cells of an eNodeB cannot be directly compared as required by the logloss fitting and PDoA methods described in Section III-B and III-C. Consequently, the methods have been applied for each cell separately. This results in multiple cost matrices for every eNodeB, where each cost matrix can be used to make an estimate of the eNodeB position. As the transmitters of all cells belonging to an eNodeB should be located at essentially the same location, that of the eNodeB, creating a single joint estimate for the position of the eNodeB is desirable.
The first fusion approach entails using the centroid of all cell estimates for a given eNodeB. This approach thus calculates the average position of the coordinates with the lowest cost in the cost matrix from each cell that belongs to the eNodeB.
The second considered approach represents a more sophisticated way to merge the cost matrices, and is based on the Discrete Probability Density (DPD) method from [15] . The DPD method essentially consists of two steps, converting the cost matrix c i for each cell i into a new matrix p i with the properties of a 2D discrete probability mass function (PMF), and then merging the PMF-like matrices for all I cells of an eNodeB into a single PMF-like matrix p.
For p i to have the properties of a PMF, a higher value of p i (x, y) should correspond to an increased likelihood that the eNodeB is located at coordinates x, y, and n x m y p i (x, y) = 1. To convert the n × m cost matrix c i into p i , the costs have first been rescaled into an intermediate matrix a i so that all positions sum to 1. a i (x, y) = c i (x, y) n x m y c i (x, y) As a position with higher cost should correspond to a lower probability that the eNodeB is located at that position, all values in a i are then inverted and normalized again: a i (x, y) ) Once each cost matrix c i has been converted into a corresponding matrix p i , they can be merged into a joint PMF-like matrix p as shown in (6) .
for x = 1, . . . , n, y = 1, . . . , m, and where C is used to normalize p to 1, C = n x m y I i p i (x, y). The eNodeB is finally estimated to be at the position with the highest value in p.
V. EVALUATION SETUP
The data set used to evaluate the localization performance for eNodeBs has been collected from the operational logs of a system providing Internet access to passengers onboard trains operating in Sweden. Train passengers are connected to WiFi-access points inside the train carriages which forward the traffic to an aggregation router that aggregates and distributes the traffic on multiple links connected to the cellular network through rooftop antennas. Every five seconds, the system logs data consisting of for example the position, velocity and bearing of the train, as well as individual link throughput, signal-strength and quality measurements for each of the links. Data from the same source has previously been analyzed for different purposes in [16] , [17] . This study focuses on a subset of this data consisting of LTE data collected by a single modem type. By using a single modem type, any systematic variations due to differences in hardware implementation are avoided.
To evaluate the accuracy of the location estimates provided by the different methods, the real positions of the eNodeBs have to be established. This information could not be obtained from the operators for this evaluation, so the ground truth was instead manually created. The ground truth was constructed using the user verified cell tower positions from CellMapper 1 as an initial starting point. A coarse-level validation of the location information was then performed by cross-checking the locations with data from OpenCelliD 2 , Mozilla Location Service 3 and Google Geolocation API 4 . The final step in ground truth creation consisted of visually locating the eNodeBs and manually retrieving their coordinates using Google Maps. In this way ground truth was established for 26 located eNodeBs, which were selected to have measurements from three sectors and with at least two different carrier frequencies. In total 4.3 million measurements were utilized, distributed across 196 cells (belonging to the eNodeBs), and collected by modems on 54 trains over a nine month period between 2018-01 to 2018-10.
The two versions of PDoA described in Section III-C as well as the three versions of logloss fitting described in Section III-B together with Monte Carlo Path Loss Simulation where no bounds on P 0 and α are set were evaluated for all 196 cells. All methods used the same search grids, and all cells of an eNodeB used a common search grid for that eNodeB. The search grids used a resolution of 200 by 200 meters between the positions, and covered a total of 10 by 10 km centered at the centroid of all measurements of the eNodeB. The size and resolution of the search grid is a compromise between positioning accuracy and computational cost, and the used configuration results in 2500 candidate positions to evaluate in each search grid. For the sampled PDoA method, up to 500 samples from each cell were used, and for geographic aggregation a 50 by 50 meter grid was used.
VI. POSITIONING ACCURACY EVALUATION
The results from all methods both without any merging, as well as merged with the centroid and DPD schemes, are shown in Table I . The percentage of estimates within 500, 1000 and 2000 m respectively, as well as the median and mean distance between the estimated position and the real eNodeB location, are included. Note that without any merging, the results reflect the distance error distribution for the 196 individual cells, whereas the results for the merged estimates (centroid and DPD) reflect the distance error distribution for the 26 eNodeBs that the cells belong to. Table I shows that logloss fitting does appear to be an overall improvement over Monte Carlo Path Loss Simulation for the considered data set. Especially the first alternative version of logloss fitting, where the aggregated point with the highest mean RSRP is used as a reference point appears to perform well compared to the other methods, whereas the second alternative version instead performs worse than ordinary logloss fitting. Both of the PDoA methods appear to perform similarly to each other, although overall the sampling approach provides slightly more accurate estimations.
Regarding the merging methods, it is clear that merging the estimates results in an improvement over the individual estimates, and the straightforward centroid merging scheme appears to outperform the DPD method in this case. It is worth noting that the DPD method appears to work better for the logloss fitting methods than for PDoA, as all columns generally show slightly improved results for DPD compared with no merging for logloss fitting and Monte Carlo Path Loss Simulation, whereas DPD shows worse performance regarding percentage of estimations within 1 km and a higher median distance error for PDoA compared to the individual cell estimates. Of the evaluated methods, the first alternative version of logloss fitting combined with the centroid merging overall produces more accurate position estimates than any other combination.
The current evaluation has focused on approaches that employ RSS-modeling, i.e. uses RSS measurements together with propagation modeling. It can be noted that a number of simple alternate approaches exists.
Computing the centroid of all measurement positions, or additionally weighting the measurement positions with the RSS before computing the centroid are examples of straightforward approaches that have been proposed. Another method is to estimate the eNodeB to be located at the measurement position with the highest RSS. While such relatively simple methods may produce good results in various circumstances, they may also be sensitive to the limited geographical spread of the measurements which are likely to result when the train is linearly following the tracks rather than providing a geographically dispersed set of measurements.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This work reports on a comprehensive evaluation of six variations of two RSS-modeling based eNodeB localization approaches. Two methods for fusing the localization estimates of the individual cells were also evaluated. To perform the evaluation, a large evaluation data set of more than four million measurements collected from cellular modems onboard Swedish trains were used, together with a set of 26 eNodeBs with manually established ground truth locations. The best localization accuracy was obtained by one of our proposed variations of logloss fitting using geographic aggregation with highest mean RSRP as reference point selection criteria. When combined with centroid-based fusion of the individual cell estimates, a median eNodeB localization error of 433 m was obtained, which is a considerable improvement over the second-best result from PDoA sampling which achieved a median error of 674 m. The centroid-based fusion approach was found to consistently outperform the DPD fusion approach, which in turn had a better localization error distribution than obtained for solitary cells, although a few exceptions can be found for a couple of individual metrics.
